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A. CULPTOR tN
JHE 8M

Rkh variety at
Herman Wold's

Exhibition
One of the most representative

gatherings I have ever seen at an
art show attended the opening of
Herman Wald's exhibition "The
Bible in Sculpture," by Co~ncilloT
Alec Gorshel, Deputy Mayor of
Johannesburg, at the new Queen's
Gallery, under the Queen's Hall in
De Villiers Street, i~st Monaay
afternoon. The exhibition is being
sponsored by the Histadrut Ivrit
w~ose c.hairman, Mr. N. Rutstein:
paId tnbute to the artist and
welcomed the Deputy Mayor.

The Bible has fascinated Her
man Wald as a source of artistic
inspiration throughout the 20 years
I have known him, and he has
repeatedly applied his creative
talents to depicting Biblical char
acters and inciderits. Ovel'- the
years, different aspects of the
same subject have challenged his
powers of imagination and execu
tion. Thus, for example, there are
several studies of Moses in this
exhibition - from the massive
stone head (No.3) that was one
of his earliest interpretations, to
the austere "Moses and the

,Tablets" (No.2), also carved in
stone, that is one of his latest. A
powerful bronze shows "Moses
Inscribing the Tablets" (No. 14): a
plaster study, intended for casting
in bronze, depicts an older, more
tired Law-giver in "Moses in the
Amalekite War" (No. 16), There
is an arresting carving of Job
(No. 20) in limba wood, and a
differently conceived Job in plaster
(No. 21).

IMAGINATIVE WORK
There are some striking imagina

tive conceptions in this exhibition
- the plaster "Pillar of Cloud and
Pillar of Fire" (No. 15), the daring
"Creation of Eve" (No.5), the
bronze "Jacob's Dream" (No. 12),
the lyrical beechwood "Song of
Songs" (No. 19).

Epstein's influence is discernible
in the impressive wood carvings
of "Adam" (No.4) and "Hagar"

(No. 10). ~choes of Millet's "M:
with the Hoe" linger round t:
powerfully executed plaster stuc
"Cain" (No.7),

Readers will remember t:
photograph of Mr. Wald's lah
work, "The Four Matriarch:
published in the "S.A. Jewi,
Times" a couple of weeks ago. T:
original appears as No. 1 on tt
exhibition, and is notable for t
amount of detail which the art
has worked ·into it - particular
the portrayal of great figures
modern Zionist history to repr
sent the Twelve Tribes. _

CHASSIDIC STUDIES
Among the best works on ViE

are two abstract, and a group
Chassidic studies. The abstracts a
the polished bronze "Jacob Wre:
ling with the Angel" (No. 13), al
the plaster "Expulsion from t
Garden of Eden" (No.6), with
beautiful rhythm -, plangel
suggestive of grief, yet envelop
with a feeling of consolation
the two side figures blend in
the upward flow of the cent!
figure.

The Chassidic studies, cast
bronze and rendered in impn
sionist style, are a joy to beho
- from the exquisite characteris
tion of the three figures in "T,
mudic Dispute" to the lyrical r
presentation of the Rabbi and 1
Talmidim in "Simchat Tor<
Dance," the gaiety of the KIE
morim in "The Musicians," t
ecstasy of the man carrying 0

the Mitzvah of Hagbeh in "Raj
ing the Law," and the plast
"Head" (which Wald could mo
appropriately have titled
Shmeck Taback").

This is an exhibition which d
serves to be widely patronisE
Some of the work on view shou
be acquired for representative c(
lections. -E.B.

MR. AL'EX THAL
In the Board of Guardians

Century Message on page 20,
the name of the chairman is
inadvertently given in an early
edition as Mr. Max ThaI. It
should read Mr. Alex ThaI.


